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In this work, we examine the possibility that the dark energy (DE) density, ρde, can be dy-
namical and appear as a power series expansion of the Hubble rate (and its time derivatives), i.e.
ρde(H, H˙, ...). For the present universe, however, only the terms H , H˙ and H
2 can be relevant,
together with an additive constant term. We fit these models to the current cosmological data on
the main observables SnIa+H(z)+BAO+LSS+CMB+BBN. Our analysis involves both the back-
ground as well as the cosmic perturbation equations. The latter include, apart from the matter
density perturbations, also the DE density perturbations. We assume that matter and dynamical
DE are separately self-conserved. As a result the equation of state of the DE becomes a nontrivial
function of the cosmological redshift, wD = wD(z). The particular subset of DE models of this type
having no additive constant term in ρde include the so-called “entropic-force” and “QCD-ghost” DE
models, as well as the pure linear model ρde ∼ H , all of which are strongly disfavored in our fitting
analysis. In contrast, the models that include the additive term plus one or both of the dynamical
components H˙ and H2 appear more favored than the ΛCDM. In particular, the dynamical DE
models provide a value of σ8 ≃ 0.74− 0.77 which is substantially lower than that of the ΛCDM and
hence more in accordance with the observations. This helps to significantly reduce the σ8-tension in
the structure formation data. At the same time the predicted value for H0 is in between the local
and Planck measurements, thus helping to alleviate this tension as well.
PACS numbers:
I. INTRODUCTION
The supernovae (SnIa) observations [1, 2] reveal that
our universe experiences an accelerated expansion dur-
ing recent cosmological times. Furthermore, the other
independent observations including cosmic microwave
background (CMB) [3–6], large scale structure (LSS),
baryonic acoustic oscillation (BAO) [7–12], high redshift
galaxies [13], high redshift galaxy clusters [14, 15] and
weak gravitational lensing [16–18] have confirmed the dis-
covery of SnIa observations. These observations suggest
that the universe in the context of standard gravity is
dominated by an unknown form of energy with nega-
tive pressure, the so-called dark energy (DE). The latter
can explain the current accelerated expansion of the Uni-
verse. The simplest candidate for DE is the cosmologi-
cal constant (CC), denoted Λ, with constant equation of
state (EoS) parameter wΛ = −1 [19]. However there are
difficult fine-tuning and coincidence problems associated
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with explaining why Λ should have today’s energy scale
[20–22]. These problems led the cosmologists to suggest
a time-evolving energy density with negative pressure as
an alternative to Λ. Some of these dynamical dark en-
ergy (DDE) models are constructed on the basis of quan-
tum gravity theories. Models such as holographic [23, 24]
and agegraphic dark energy models [25] are derived in
the framework of quantum gravity, by introducing a new
degree of freedom. However, in recent works such as
[26, 27], the authors show that some of holographic DE
models are not consistent with cosmological observations,
see also the previous studies [28, 29]. In this work we fo-
cus on two scenarios for DE whose energy density can be
expressed as a power series expansion of the Hubble rate
(and its time derivatives): ρde = ρde(H, H˙, ...). At the
present epoch, however, the relevant terms can only be of
order H2 at most (this includes H˙), whereas the higher
orders Hn(n > 2) can be used in the early Universe to
successfully implement inflation, see e.g. [30–33].
As a first type of scenario we have the ghost DE which
was considered in [34, 35] and was proposed without in-
troducing new degrees of freedom [34, 35]. In such con-
text, it is claimed that the CC arises from the contribu-
tion of the ghost fields which are supposed to be present
in the low-energy effective theory of QCD and to find
2a solution to the U(1) problem [36–38]. Although the
ghost make no contribution to the vacuum energy den-
sity in a flat Minkowski space time, in the case of curved
spacetime it gives rise to a small vacuum energy den-
sity ρ ∼ HΛ3QCD where H is the Hubble parameter and
ΛQCD is the QCD mass scale of order 100MeV . The
(approximate) right order of magnitude ∼ (3×10−3eV )4
of the DE density is obtained on using the current value
of the Hubble parameter (H0 ∼ 10−33eV ). In another
conceptual vein, the entropic-force idea [39] with its cos-
mological implications [40] leads to a form of DE which
is akin to the previous ones. Let us also mention the
generalized models of this kind based on the holographic
principle, see e.g. [41] and references therein. Our sec-
ond main focus is the class of DDE models (with self-
conserved DE density) proposed in [42], in which the ef-
fective form of the DE energy density in Quantum Field
Theory (QFT) in curved spacetime can be expressed as
a generic power series of H and H˙ . The same sort of
models, but considered as dynamical vacuum models (in
some cases interacting with matter) were previously stud-
ied in [43–45] and have been further investigated in [46–
49]. From the theoretical point of view, this kind of sce-
narios can be motivated from the renormalization group
approach in QFT in curved spacetime [22, 32, 33].
Comparing a model with observational data is one of
the most important tools to study its validity. Previ-
ously, the ghost DE (hereafter GDE) model has been
tested by different observational data sets in the liter-
ature. The authors of [50] have fitted the GDE model
to observational data, including SnIa, BAO, CMB, BBN
and H(z) data points. Their fitting results indicate that
the observational data used do not favor the GDE op-
tion in comparison with the concordance ΛCDM cosmol-
ogy. The viscous GDE variant was considered in [51],
in which the presence of bulk viscosity effects is intro-
duced. Using the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
method, they could not distinguish between GDE mod-
els with and without viscosity. In [52] some generaliza-
tions of GDE were studied which involved interaction of
GDE with matter. In the work [53] the cosmological con-
straints on the parameters of the GDE are revisited in the
framework of Brans-Dicke theory and using the MCMC
method. Their results showed that the best fit values of
the free parameters in the GDE model are compatible
with the results of the Λ cosmology.
In general, the GDE models are not only phenomeno-
logically problematic (as we will reconfirm here) but are
also theoretically troublesome since they all involve lin-
ear terms in H which cannot be generated from a fully
covariant effective action. For this reason the models
containing H˙ and H2 are preferred since they have an
even number of derivatives of the scale factor and hence
are compatible with general covariance, see [22, 32] for
further discussion.
Dynamical DE models, specially if they are well moti-
vated and are not incompatible with general covariance,
are all the most interesting and welcome if we take into
account that a number of persisting tensions with the
data suggest that the standard ΛCDM model, with rigid
Λ-term, might be performing insufficiently at the obser-
vational level. One of the tensions concerns the large
scale structure formation data [54], which are in conflict
with the too large value of σ8 predicted by the ΛCDM.
Another acute tension concerns the discrepancy between
the local (distance ladder) determination of the current
Hubble parameter H0 [55] against the Planck determina-
tion based on the CMB anisotropies [56]. In this work
we shall show that both such tensions can be significantly
relaxed within the main models of the DDE class.
In the three comprehensive studies [43, 44, 46] the au-
thors analyzed some dynamical vacuum energy models
whose vacuum density consists of a constant term and a
series of powers of the Hubble rate. These models were
also analyzed as self-conserved DE models with a dy-
namical EoS in [42]. In the last study the models are
fitted to SnIa+ CMB+ BAO+ fσ8 data sets and the re-
sults show that the pure linear model ρde ∼ H as well as
models without a constant additive term are strongly dis-
favored. In this work we revisit these scenarios but from
a more general point of view. We do not only consider a
more complete and updated set of data, but we perform
the analysis with two important new ingredients. On the
first place, we use the MCMC method as a more system-
atic way to explore the parameter space; and another
novelty is that we take the DE perturbations fully into
account (in the clustered DE scenario). Our main goal
in this work is to assess to which extent the DDE models
based on a power series of the Hubble rate are consistent
with observations. We will analyze both the models of
this type without any additive constant term and those
including it. To implement our analysis, we fit the mod-
els to a large number of SnIa+H(z)+BAO+LSS+CMB
data, which we describe in detail in the paper, including
the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) bound. These data
can reveal the role of DE in the accelerating of the uni-
verse expansion. Moreover, since we deal with DDE with
time varying EoS parameter wde 6= −1 the growth rate of
cosmic structures can also be affected by perturbations
of DE [57–62]. We use the background expansion data
in conjunction with the growth rate data of large scale
structures in order to put constraints on the parameters
of cosmology and DE models. This combination of data
have been used in a variety of DE models and studies,
see e.g. [see 27, 59, 60, 63–67].
The summary of our paper is as follows. We start
by defining the DDE models under study in Sect. II. In
Sect. III we introduce different data sets that we use in
our analysis and describe the statistical methods as well
as the procedure to select the best models. In Sect. IV
we report on the numerical results in two different steps:
first, we use expansion data to run MCMC at background
level; and second, we combine all of the data sets (viz.
expansion data + growth rate data) to run an overall
likelihood analysis. Finally, in Sect. V we summarize our
findings and expose the main conclusions.
3II. DDE MODELS AND COSMOLOGICAL
PARAMETERS
In this section, we investigate the cosmological equa-
tions of the different DDE models under study both at
background and perturbation levels. In all cases the mod-
els involve powers of the expansion rate and/or its first
derivative. We restrict to powers that can be of rele-
vance for the post-inflationary universe, hence H , H2
and H˙ only. Any other higher power has negligible influ-
ence for the evolution of the universe since the radiation-
dominated epoch till now. See [22, 30–33] for a detailed
discussion of this aspect and for the impact of the higher
powers of H in the very early universe, where they play
a role to trigger inflation and graceful exit. They can
even help to resolve the entropy problem of the ΛCDM
model [33].
We divide the DE models under consideration into two
basic classes: 1) Those that do not include a constant ad-
ditive term in the series and involve heterogeneous pow-
ers of the Hubble term with different dimensions, such as
H and/or H2. They are inspired in the context of QCD
and are usually called the “ghost DE class” (GDE); and
2) those which involve dimensionally homogeneous pow-
ers of the Hubble term, such as H2 and/or H˙ (both of
energy dimension +2 in natural units ~ = c = 1). They
may include a non vanishing constant additive term or
not. Notice that only those having such additive con-
stant have a well-defined ΛCDM limit. The models in
the two classes generalize the vacuum class[46–48] in the
sense that their EoS is not −1 but a nontrivial function
of the scale factor, w(a). More specifically, the models
which we analyze in this study are the following:
• GDE models whose DE density is linear in H or its
generalized form involving also the power H2:
Model(1) : ρde(z) = αH(z) (1)
Model(2) : ρde(z) = αH(z) + βH
2(z). (2)
Model(2) is a more general form of the Veneziano
ghost field in QCD theory which was proposed
in [68]. In this generalized form, the term H2 could
play a significant role in the evolution of the early
universe. There is also the particular realization of
this model with α = 0, i.e. ρde(z) = βH
2, which
was discussed as vacuum model in [69]. Notice that
the H2 component in Model(2) is not necessarily
sub leading as compared to the linear term in H
since the latter has the coefficient α of dimension
+3 in natural units, whereas the former has co-
efficient β of dimension +2. In the GDE context,
coefficient α is of order Λ3QCD, whereas β is of order
m2Pl = 1/G, with G the Newton’s constant. Here
mPl ∼ 1019 GeV is the Planck mass. Thus, the
ratio of the two coefficients, α/β ∼ Λ3QCD/m2Pl, is
roughly of order of the current value of the Hubble
parameter, i.e. H0 ∼ 10−42 GeV. Consequently,
the two terms involved in Model (2) are of order
m2PlH
2
0 for the present universe, and hence both
are close to the current value of the vacuum en-
ergy density, ρΛ0 ∼ 10−47 GeV4. This is at least
the idea behind the GDE models proposed in the
literature.
• The second class of models was proposed in [42]
an define the ”D-class” of dynamical DE models.
They are formally similar to the vacuum class of DE
models, which was studied in [43, 44, 69]. There is,
however, an important difference in that the vac-
uum class was interacting with matter whereas the
D-class is not, and hence the DE density is co-
variantly self-conserved, together with matter. The
various types of D-class models (all of them involv-
ing dimensionally homogeneous dynamical terms)
read as follows:
Model(3) : ρde(z) =
3
κ2
[
c0 + νH
2(z)
]
, (3)
Model(4) : ρde(z) =
3
κ2
[
c0 +
2
3
µH˙(z)
]
, (4)
Model(5) : ρde(z) =
3
κ2
[
2
3
µH˙(z) + νH2(z)
]
, (5)
Model(6) : ρde(z) =
3
κ2
[
c0 +
2
3
µH˙(z) + νH2(z)
]
(6)
where κ2 = 8piG. Notice that in the above equa-
tions, the constant parameter c0 has dimension +2
in natural units. In the case of parameter µ we
have extracted an explicit factor of 2/3 for conve-
nience. Obviously, models (3) ,(4) and (5) are par-
ticular cases of Model(6). In addition, for ν, µ→ 0
models models (3), (4) and (6) smoothly reduce to
the ΛCDM. These models are actually the most
promising ones, as we shall see. In contrast, Model
(5) has c0 = 0 and hence it does not have a well-
defined ΛCDM limit, a feature which is shared with
Models (1) and (2). Model (5) is of the kind used
to discuss the so-called entropic-force cosmological
scenario [40]. As we shall see, it does not provide
a comparably good fit to the data as models (3),
(4) and (6), and is problematic in the radiation-
dominated epoch.
A. Cosmology at background level
In an isotropic and homogeneous spatially flat
Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) cosmology, filled
by radiation, pressure less matter and a DE component
with equation of state wde = pde/ρde, the first Friedmann
equation reads:
H2 =
8piG
3
(ρr + ρm + ρde) , (7)
where H ≡ a˙/a is the Hubble parameter, ρr, ρm and ρde
are the energy densities of radiation, pressure less matter
4and DE, respectively. All these densities are assumed
to be covariantly conserved. Inserting ρde from Eq.(2)
into Eq.(7) we can easily obtain the Hubble function for
Model(2):
H(z) = κ˜α±[(κ˜α)2 + 2κ˜(ρm,0(1 + z)3 + ρr,0(1 + z)4)]1/2 .
(8)
where we have defined κ˜ = 4πG3γ and γ = 1 − 8piGβ/3.
It is easy to see that by setting γ = 1 leads to β = 0,
which means that Model(2) reduces to Model(1). So, by
studying the cosmology of Model(2) we can also investi-
gate Model(1) as a special case of the generalized form.
Taking the time derivative of Eq.(7) and using the con-
servation equations for radiation, DM and DE, we get
ρ˙r + 4Hρr = 0 , (9)
˙ρm + 3Hρm = 0 , (10)
˙ρde + 3H(1 + wde)ρde = 0 . (11)
Let us note that there are other, alternative, DDE sce-
narios in which there is an interaction of the DE with
matter, see e.g. [43–48]. But these will not be consid-
ered here. By computing the time derivative of Eq. (7)
and introducing the dimensionless cosmological parame-
ters Ωi = 8piGρi/3H
2, it is easy to see that
H˙
H2
= −3
2
(1 + wdeΩde +
Ωr
3
) , (12)
where wde and Ωde are, respectively, the EoS and the
dimensionless density parameter of the DE and Ωr is the
dimensionless energy density of radiation. In order to
calculate the EoS of Model(2) we take the time derivative
from Eq.(2) and insert the result in Eq.(11). Finally,
using Eq.(12) the desired EoS parameter for Model(2)
ensues:
wde =
(1− Ωde − γ) + Ωr
3
(1 + Ωde − γ)
Ωde(1− Ωde + γ) . (13)
Upon setting γ = 1 the above equation reduces to the
EoS parameter for Model(1), which reads
wde =
Ωr
3
− 1
2− Ωde . (14)
Differentiating from Ωde = ρde/ρc with respect to time
and using Eqs.(2 and 12) and finally using the relation
dz = −(1 + z)Hdt to trade the time derivative for the
redshift derivative, we obtain [see also 70]
dΩde(z)
dz
= −3(Ωde + γ − 1)
2(1 + z)
[
1 + wdeΩde +
Ωr
3
]
. (15)
Now by inserting Eq.(13) in Eq.(15) and solving the lat-
ter we can find the evolution of DE density in Model(2).
We set the initial condition as Ωde(z = 0) = 1 −
Ωm,0 − Ωr,0, where Ωm,0 = ΩDM,0 + Ωb,0, Ωr0 = 2.469×
10−5h−2(1.6903) and h = H0/100 [71]. Inserting the re-
sults in Eq.(13), we can also obtain the EoS parameter for
Model(2). In a spatially flat universe we obtain the corre-
sponding dimensionless Hubble parameter (E = H/H0)
as follows:
E(z) =
√
Ωm,0(1 + z)3 +Ωr,0(1 + z)4
1− Ωde . (16)
Replacing Ωde(z) with the result we obtained from solv-
ing Eq.(15) we can calculate the evolution of Hubble pa-
rameter in Model(2) and Model(1) as a particular case
of it. We do not show the explicit result.
Let us now turn to models (3)-(6). By solving Eq.(11)
we find:
ρde(a) = ρde,0 exp
[
−3
∫ a
1
(1 + wde(a
′))
da′
a′
]
. (17)
Now by differentiating from Eq.(17) with respct to time
we find:
wde(a) = −1− a
3ρde(a)
dρde(a)
da
. (18)
On inserting ρde from Eq.(6) into Eq.(7) and resorting
once more to the redshift variable, we obtain:
µa
dH2
da
−3(1−ν)H2+3H20 (Ωm,0a−3+Ωr,0a−4)+3c0 = 0 .
(19)
Re-arranging Eq.(6) for the present epoch and using
Eq.(12) we can find the constant parameter c0 in terms
of the current values of the cosmological parameters:
c0 = H
2
0 [Ωde,0 − ν + µ(1 + wde,0Ωde,0 +
Ωr,0
3
)] . (20)
Finally by integrating Eq.(19) we can find the evolution
of dimensionless Hubble parameter:
E2(a) = a3η +
c0(1 − a3η)
(1− ν)H20
+
Ωm,0(a
−3 − a3η)
1 + µ− ν
+
Ωr,0(a
−4 − a3η)
1− ν + 4µ/3 . (21)
where η =
1− ν
µ
. Solving these equations we can find the
evolution of main cosmological parameters of Model(6)
and its limiting cases (models (3), (4) & (5)). Notice
that, in the case of Model (6), µ must be positive and
small in absolute value (0 < µ ≪ 1) in order to recover
the solution for Model (3) in the limit µ→ 0+. For this
reason, the term a3η → 0 for virtually any a < 1. As for
ν, it can have any sign provided |ν| ≪ 1.
Using equations (18) and (21) and expanding for small
redshift z, i.e. around our current epoch, we can deter-
5mine the effective EoS for the the general Model (6):
wde(z) ≃ −1 + H
2
0 (1− ν)
c0
Ωm,0 (ν − µ) (1 + z)3
≃ −1 + Ωm,0
1− Ωm,0 (ν − µ) (1 + z)
3 , (22)
where c0 is given by (20). In the expansion we have ne-
glected terms beyond linear order in ν and µ since these
are small for Model (6). The above equation is partic-
ularly illustrative to assess the effective quintessence or
phantom-like behavior shown by these models. We shall
come back to it in Sect. IV A corresponding to the nu-
merical analysis. Needles to say, the EoS for models (3)
and (4) are recovered from Eq. (22) in the limits µ = 0
and ν = 0 respectively. The EoS for Model (5) cannot
be expressed analytically within the same approximation
since for that model c0 = 0 and this enforces the param-
eters µ and ν be of order one, see e.g. Table I.
Finally, let us emphasize that we must consider some
limitation for the model parameters µ, ν and c0 as below:
• In all models we must have µ > 0, since otherwise
the term
dH2
da
in Eq.(19) could become arbitrarily
large and negative in a→ 0, which leads to negativ-
ity of H2 term. As indicated, this also warrants the
retrieve of the solution for Model (3) in the limit
µ→ 0+ of Model (6).
• Parameter c0 is not independent, as it is determined
from the fitted values of µ and ν and the other con-
ventional parameters , see Eq.(20). For Model (5),
in contrast, c0 = 0 and this imposes a constraint
on the remaining parameters.
• In order to break degeneracies among the parame-
ters in model(6), we set µ = −ν [42].
B. Cosmology at perturbation level
In this part of the paper we investigate the linear evo-
lution of matter perturbations in DDE cosmology. In
order to identify the effects of dynamical DE on the lin-
ear growth of matter fluctuations we will introduce two
distinct approaches, which usually have been considered
in the literature: first, “homogeneous DE” in which the
DDE component remain homogeneous and hence unper-
turbed (δde ≡ 0) and only dark matter is allowed to clus-
ter (δm 6= 0); and, second, “clustered DE” in which the
DDE component can cluster together with dark matter
(δm 6= 0 and δde 6= 0). [27, 58, 60, 64, 72–82].
The main equations which control the evolution of
perturbations in matter and DE components within the
Newtonian gauge are given by [61, 62]
˙δm +
θm
a
= 0 , (23)
˙δde + (1 + wde)
θde
a
+ 3H(c2eff − wde)δde = 0 , (24)
˙θm +Hθm − k
2φ
a
= 0 , (25)
˙θde +Hθde − k
2c2effθde
(1 + wde)a
− k
2φ
a
= 0 , (26)
where k and ceff are the wave number and the effective
sound speed of perturbations respectively, φ is the poten-
tial in the Newtonian gauge (assuming that there is no
anisotropic stress) and θi is the divergence of the peculiar
velocity for each component (matter and DE).
Next we consider the perturbed Poisson equation
− k
2
a2
φ =
3
2
H2[Ωmδm + (1 + 3c
2
eff)Ωdeδde] , (27)
and combine it with Eqs. (25 & 26). Since we mainly con-
sider perturbations within the subhorizon scales (k2 >>
H2), as usual we can ignore the terms Hφ˙ and H2φ in
the above equations [83]. Upon removing θm and θde and
trading the cosmic time derivative for the derivative with
respect to the scale factor a, one can obtain the following
system of differential equations [see also 60, 64]:
δ′′m +Amδ′m = Cm[Ωmδm +Ωde(1 + 3c2eff)δde] , (28)
δ′′de +Adeδ′de + Bdeδde = Cde[Ωmδm +Ωde(1 + 3c2eff)δde] .
where Am and Cm are given by
Am = 3
2a
(1 − wdeΩde) ,
Cm = 3
2a2
,
and Ade, Bde and Cde have the form
Ade = 1
a
[−3wde − aw
′
de
1 + wde
+
3
2
(1− wdeΩde)],
Bde = 1
a2
[−aw′de +
aw′dewde
1 + wde
− 1
2
wde(1− 3wdeΩde)],
Cde = 3
2a2
(1 + wde).
As the initial condition, we set the initial scale factor
ai = 10
−4 and δm(ai) = 10
−5. By these choices we verify
that matter perturbations always remain in the linear
regime. The other appropriate initial conditions which
we need in order to solve the above system are obtained
as follows [59, 60, 78]:
δ′m(ai) =
δm(ai)
ai
,
δde(ai) =
1 + wdei
1− 3wdei δm(ai) ,
δ′de(ai) =
4w′dei
(1− 3wdei)2 δm(ai) +
1 + wdei
1− 3wdei δ
′
m(ai) ,(29)
6TABLE I: The best fit values of the free parameters for the different DDE models and the ΛCDM using expansion data sets.
Model Model(1) Model(2) Model(3) Model(4) Model(5) Model(6) ΛCDM
Ω
(0)
m 0.2818
+0.0075
−0.0072 0.2826 ± 0.0070 0.2874 ± 0.0074 0.2872 ± 0.0057 0.2889 ± 0.0060 0.2856 ± 0.0075 0.281
+0.0096
−0.0089
h 0.6622+0.0049−0.0058 0.7143 ± 0.0086 0.7144 ± 0.0080 0.7152 ± 0.0051 0.7128
+0.0074
−0.0078 0.7166 ± 0.0066 0.7117
+0.0082
−0.0096
γ 1.0 1.141 ± 0.017 − − − − −
µ − − 0.0 0.092+0.0071−0.0078 0.921 ± 0.029 0.0057 ± 0.0024 −
ν − − −0.0095 ± 0.0112 0.0 0.928 ± 0.024 −0.0057 ± 0.0024 −
wde(z = 0) −0.780± 0.023 −0.840 ± 0.0167 −1.0037 ± 0.0031 −1.0003
+0.0022
−0.0023 −1.0748 ± 0.030 −1.002 ± 0.0017 −1.0
Ωde(z = 0) 0.7182 0.7174 0.7126 0.7128 0.7111 0.7144 0.719
where wdei is the value of wde(a) at a = ai. The two sce-
narios for DE perturbations that we are going to consider
are defined as follows. By setting ceff ≡ 1 leads to the
homogeneous DE option, whereas by setting ceff ≡ 0 we
explore the fully clustered DE results. In the first case
the sound horizon is equal or larger than the Hubble hori-
zon, which means that DE perturbations are occurring
only at very large scales; in the second case, instead, the
sound horizon is much smaller than the Hubble radius
and thus DE perturbations can grow in a similar manner
to matter perturbations. These two scenarios are at op-
posite ends and therefore if clustered DE has any impact
it should show up in the second scenario.
The combined system of matter and DE perturbations
are treated as follows. After solving the coupled sys-
tem of equations (28) we obtain the evolution of matter
fluctuation (δm) and from it we can compute the growth
function using
f(z) =
d ln δm
d ln a
. (30)
Subsequently, we obtain the rms mass variance for
spheres of R = 8h−1 Mp following the procedure of [43–
48]:
σ8(z) = σ
Λ
8 (z = 0)
δm(z)
δΛm(z = 0)
×
[∫∞
0
kns+2T 2(Ωm,0, k)W
2(kR8)dk∫∞
0
kns+2T 2(ΩΛm,0, k)W
2(kR8)dk
]1/2
. (31)
In the above equation, we use a spherical top-hat win-
dow function, whose Fourier transform reads as follows:
W (k,R8) = (3 sinkR8 − 3kR8 cos kR8)(kR8)−3. For the
transfer function T (Ωm,0, k), we use the BBKS form
[84, 85]:
T (Ωm,0, k) =
ln (1 + 2.34q)
2.34q
×
[
1 + 3.89q + (16.1q)2 + (5.46q)3 + (6.71q)4
]−1/4
, (32)
where
q(k) =
k.Mpc
Ωm,0h2
exp(Ωb,0 +
√
2h
Ωb,0
Ωm,0
) . (33)
We use here the BBKS transfer function as a sufficient
approximation to reach the main results of our study.
One could use a variety of MCMC Boltzmann codes to
improve accuracy. However, our main aim in this case is
to correctly identify the order of magnitude of the results
so as to insure the main conclusions of our study insofar
as concerns the possible relaxation of the main tensions
of the ΛCDM, see our discussion in Sect. V (Conclusion).
For more details on related models and comparison of dif-
ferent levels of treatment of the structure formation, see
e.g. the studies in Refs. [46–48] and [66]. Thus, so long
as we deal with the order of magnitude of the results, us-
ing BBKS is a good approximation to probe the ability
of the dynamical DE models under study to deal with
the mentioned tensions. In this work we set the scalar
spectral index ns = 0.965 and the matter fluctuation am-
plitude σΛ8 (z = 0) = 0.811± 0.006 from the base-ΛCDM
results of Planck 2018 [56]. By multiplying the results of
Eqs.(30 & 31) we can calculate the important observable
quantity f(z)σ8(z), which is a crucial ingredient in our
analysis insofar as concerns the structure formation data.
III. DATA ANALYSIS
In the following, we describe the observational sam-
ples and statistical data analysis method that will be
adopted to constrain the free parameters of the different
DE models under study. We devote the rest of this sec-
tion to explain the statistical methods and to introduce
our criteria for selecting the best models.
A. Data samples
First of all, we use the expansion data at background
level. Using these data sets we can investigate the evo-
lution of the universe in the presence of DE. In this case
the presence of the DE (and its possible dynamics) just
affects the expansion rate of the universe owing to its
negative pressure. Pantheon Sample, a set of latest 1048
type Ia supernovae of [86], is the largest sample of data
points we use in this study to constrain the cosmologi-
cal parameters through the comparison of their apparent
luminosities over a range of redshifts. Furthermore, a
deep geometrical probe of dark energy is the position
of the CMB acoustic peak which provides accurate data
to constrain dark energy models. In this paper we deal
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FIG. 1: Contours of 1σ, 2σ and 3σ confidence level for the free parameters of the ΛCDM model obtained from the expansion
data.
with the CMB data through the method of distance pri-
ors, which encodes in a sufficiently precise way the com-
pressed likelihood as a substitute for the full CMB power
spectrum analysis [see 87–90]. As we shall see, it is
enough to capture the main traits of the dynamical DE
features and to exemplify the effectiveness of dynamical
DE as an alternative to a rigid CC term. In the dis-
tance prior method the CMB data are incorporated by
using constraints on the parameters (R, la, z⋆), where R
is the scale distance to recombination [see 69, 80] and
references therein]. It has been shown that measuring
the parameters(R, la, z⋆) provides an efficient and intu-
itive summary of CMB data as far as dark energy con-
straints are concerned. Recently, the results of the dis-
tance prior method were compared with the results of full
CMB power spectra analysis in [90]. This study shows
that the results obtained from both methods are in very
good agreement. Furthermore, we use the position of the
acoustic peak from the Planck measurements, in which
we have (R = 1.7499, la = 301.65, z⋆ = 1090.41)[91]. We
also use the BAO scale originated in the last scattering
surface by the contest between gravity and the pressure of
the coupled photon-baryon fluid. The generated acoustic
waves deposit an overdensity signature at certain length
scales of the matter distribution. They become visible
as continual periodic matter fluctuations in large scale
structure resulting from sound waves spreading in the
early Universe. Different studies prove that measure-
ments of BAO scale is useful as a standard ruler that
we can use in order to constrain DE models. As men-
tioned in Sect.I, we use a compilation which includes 11
distinct measurements of the baryon acoustic scale from
[92–97] given in Table 1 of [98]. Moreover, Big Bang Nu-
cleosynthesis(BBN) provides a single data point which
constrains mostly the present value of baryon density
parameter Ωb,0[99, 100]. A further data set used in our
analysis is the Hubble data from the redshift evolution
of cosmic chronometers. This dataset includes 23 data
points from the redshift interval between z = 0.07 and
z = 1.75. We start from the list of 28 data points quoted
from a variety of sources in the literature in[101]. How-
ever, three data points of that collection were obtained
from [102], and are correlated with other data which were
used in this work. Additionally, two other data points
from [103] and [104] are not fully model independent.
Therefore we ignore these five data points in our analysis
and only use the remaining 23 points (see also Table 2
in [65]). The final data point on H used at background
level in our study is the recently measured local value of
the Hubble parameter H0 given in [55].
All of the above data sets are significant for investi-
gating the effect of DE on the evolution of the universe
at background level. Thus we use the expression ”ex-
pansion data” to refer to them. However, in order to
investigate the effects of DE on the growth of matter
fluctuations in linear regime, we need to resort to other
data sets which reflect the role of DE in the formation
of large scale structures. Dark energy and its possible
evolution can affect the formation of cosmic structures
through three different mechanisms. First, the DE in-
creases the expansion rate of the universe, so it sup-
presses the formation of structures. Furthermore, be-
cause the DE becomes the dominating component of the
universe, it slows down the growth of large scale over-
densities, and the process of gravitational structure for-
mation will reduce at scales comparable to the Hubble
distance. These two mechanisms do affect the forma-
tion of structures through changing the Hubble expan-
sion rate. Notice that the dynamical character of the
DE already affects the background evolution owing to
the corresponding change of the Hubble function induced
by a variable DE. But a third effect that should not be
forgotten is that the DE density can fluctuate. If such
fluctuation were not negligible, the DE would not only
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FIG. 2: Contours of 1σ, 2σ and 3σ confidence level for the free parameters of the different DDE models obtained from the
expansion data. The model names are shown in the legend of each panel.
9feel the gravitational pull of dark matter structures, but
it should tend to form structures itself. An important
data source which provides precious information about
the effect of DE on the growth of matter perturbations
is the LSS data obtained from redshift space distortions
(RSD) in different galaxy surveys. Such data set includes
18 independent fσ8 data points collected by [105] from
different references e.g.,[102, 106–116]. Different authors
use different sets of independent points, see e.g. [66],
[117], [118] and references therein. If the points in each
set are not correlated, they should be essentially equiv-
alent. These LSS data points provide the values of the
quantity fσ8(z) at redshifts in between z = 0.02 and
z = 1.4 and must be confronted with the theoretically
predicted value from the DDE models under study, see
Sect. II.
B. Statistical methods
In the previous part, we introduced all of the data sets
which we use in this work. In what follows and for the
sake of completeness we will briefly introduce the proce-
dure under which we constraint our models with obser-
vational data. Given a model with a set of free param-
eters and a set of observational data points, we should
define a merit function in order to quantify the agree-
ment between our model and observations. In this way
by maximizing the degree of agreement, we can obtain
the best values of the free parameters. Therefore, any
useful fitting procedure should provide: (i) the best fit
values of the parameters (ii) an estimate of the error on
each of the parameters, and (iii) a reasonable measure
of the goodness of the fit. We should bear in mind that
if the model can’t fit the observations, then the obtained
best fit values of the free parameters are obviously mean-
ingless. In our analysis we use the minimum chi-squared
(χ2) test for model fitting. When we have a set of data
pointsD and a theoretical model for these data ,M(x,p),
which depends on set of parameters p, the χ2-test in its
simplest form becomes
χ2 =
∑
i
1
σ2i
[Di −M(xi | p)]2 , (34)
where σi is the error on data point i. The best values for
the collection of free parameters p are those that mini-
mize the χ2- function. If we deal with some data points
which are correlated, we can not use the above equation
for computing χ2. In this case we should apply the χ2-
test for correlated data points, instead of Eq.(34):
χ2 =
∑
i,j
[Di −M(xi | p)]Qij [Dj −M(xj | p)] . (35)
where Qij is the inverse of the covariance matrix. This
matrix describes the covariance between the data points.
TABLE II: Relevance of ∆AIC for support to a given model
∆AIC Level of support to model
< 2 (including < 0) Significant support
Between 4 and 7 Considerably less support for the model
Greater than 10 Essentially no support for the model
TABLE III: Relevance of ∆BIC as evidence against a model
∆BIC Evidence against
Less than 2 No evidence
Between 2 and 6 Mild to positive
Between 6 and 10 Strong
Greater than 10 Very Strong
Among the various data sets we are using in this work,
the CMB data points are correlated. Also 11 data
points in BAO sample have correlation among them-
selves. Therefore, in the case of these two data sets we
use Eq.(35) for calculating the value of χ2.
When we want to use several data sets with differ-
ent χ2n functions, we should totalize all of the χ
2
n values
and finally minimize the result. In order to test a wide
range of values for each of the parameters, we perform
a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) analysis. For a
wide range of cases the probability distribution for dif-
ferent values of the χ2-square function, Eq.(34), around
it’s minimum is the distribution of χ2 for N − k degrees
of freedom where k and N are the number of free pa-
rameters and data points respectively. For more details
concerning the χ2(p) function and the MCMC analysis
we refer the reader to [80] [see also 59, 60, 71]. The au-
thors of [119] investigated the statistical performance of
the MCMC procedure. Their results indicated that when
we deal with a multi-dimensional space of the cosmolog-
ical parameters, the MCMC algorithm provides better
constraints compared to other popular fitting skills. In
this paper we perform our analysis in two steps. Firstly,
we limit our study to background level and just use ex-
pansion data to constraint DE model. In this step the
total χ2T,exp function becomes
χ2T,exp(p) = χ
2
SN + χ
2
BAO + χ
2
CMB + χ
2
BBN + χ
2
H + χ
2
H0 ,
(36)
where in view of the considerations made in the previous
section, the statistical vector of free parameters, p, for
each model reads as follows:
• Model(1): p = {ΩDM0,Ωb0, h}
• Model(2): p = {ΩDM0,Ωb0, h, γ}
• Model(3): p = {ΩDM0,Ωb0, h, ν}
• Model(4): p = {ΩDM0,Ωb0, h, µ}
• Model(5): p = {ΩDM0,Ωb0, h, µ, ν}
• Model(6): p = {ΩDM0,Ωb0, h, µ}
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FIG. 3: Evolution of the main cosmological quantities with
the redshift, based on the best fit values (reported in Table I).
For each model, the density parameter Ωde(z) is shown in the
upper panel, and the relative difference of the dimensionless
Hubble parameter ∆Erel = [(Emodel − EΛ)/EΛ] is plotted in
the bottom panel.
• ΛCDM: p = {ΩDM0,Ωb0, h}
In the next step we extend our investigation from back-
ground to perturbations level and combine the expansion
data with the growth rate data to perform a joint statis-
tical analysis. This means that the total χ2-square will
now take the form:
χ2T(p) = χ
2
T,exp + χ
2
growth , (37)
The results of these analyses for different DDE models
and ΛCDM are discussed in Sect.IV
C. Model selection
As previously indicated, the simplest tool for compar-
ing different models from the viewpoint of the fit quality
is the χ2min-test. That is to say, when different mod-
els compete to fit the same data, the model which has
smaller value of χ2min is assumed to be the best. However,
to be fairer we should also take into account ‘Occam’s ra-
zor’ criterion, namely the idea that the simplest model
(the one with the smallest number of parameters) could
perhaps be the best despite its χ2min may not be the min-
imum. In order to balance the two criteria, which may
well point towards opposite directions, it is natural to
penalize appropriately the model having more parame-
ters by adding an extra contribution to its χ2min. The
penalty may depend on the total number of free param-
eters and/or the total number of data points entering
the fit. To remove the advantage provided by the extra
number of parameters (and therefore to better balance
Occam’ss razor) it is conventional to use two well known
information criteria, namely the Akaike and Bayesian cri-
teria, AIC and BIC [120, 121]. Both criteria attempt to
restore the balance in the model competition by intro-
ducing a penalty term as follows:
AIC = χ2min + 2k ,
BIC = χ2min + k lnN , (38)
where k and N are the number of free parameters and
the number of data points, respectively. The above for-
mula for ∆AIC assumes N ≫ k (which is indeed the
case here). With these information criteria the rule is
now the following: given a set of candidate models com-
peting for the description of the same observational data,
the preferred model is the one which has the minimum
value of AIC and BIC. Hence when comparing one can-
didate DDE model versus the ΛCDM we can use the
model differences ∆AIC and ∆BIC. These are defined
between the AIC and BIC values of the given DDE model
and the corresponding ΛCDM values, taken as reference.
The resulting ∆AIC is then used to determine the level
of support for each model, as indicated in Table II [121].
Small values of ∆AIC below 2, and specially negative
values, denote significant support to a given DDE versus
the ΛCDM. As a complementary information criterion
we use ∆BIC to gauge the evidence against a given DDE
model as compared to the ΛCDM, see Table (III).
The mentioned values for ∆AIC and ∆BIC in Tables
(II & III) are merely general rules of thumb. Notice that
for BIC we use the corresponding difference ∆BIC to
characterize the strength of the evidence, but in this case
against the given DDE model, if the difference is positive.
The higher are the (positive) values of ∆BIC the highest
is the level of rejection of the given DDE model with
respect to the ΛCDM, see Table III [120].
In order to measure the strength of evidence in favor of
each candidate model there is another interesting param-
eter dubbed Akaike weights Wm [121]. By normalizing
the relative likelihood values one can obtain this param-
eter. The relative likelihood for each of the candidate
DDE models is obtained as follows:
Lrel = exp(−1
2
∆AIC) . (39)
Now we can compute the Akaike weight for the ith
candidate model among n different models as follows:
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TABLE IV: Comparison of the statistical results for the different DDE models and the ΛCDM at background level using
expansion data sets.
Model Model(1) Model(2) Model(3) Model(4) Model(5) Model(6) ΛCDM
χ2min 1273.6 1126.8 1067.0 1067.1 1068.0 1066.9 1071.1
AIC 1279.6 1134.8 1075.0 1075.1 1078.0 1074.9 1077.1
∆AIC 202.5 57.7 -2.1 -2.0 0.9 -2.2 0.0
Wm 1.1 E-45 2.9 E-14 0.276 0.262 0.062 0.290 0.097
BIC 1294.6 1154.7 1095.0 1095.1 1103.0 1094.9 1092.1
∆BIC 202.5 62.6 2.9 3.0 10.9 2.8 0.0
Wmi = Lrel,i∑n
j=1 Lrel,j
. (40)
Hence one can say that the calculated Akaike weight
for model ith is the probability that this model is the best
among the set of n candidate models. Despite one can
use full Bayesian Evidence to better judge the fit quality
differences between the different models, here we use the
AIC and BIC criteria as a first estimate. In our analy-
sis we have used a MCMC algorithm which takes large-
enough uninformative priors for each of the free param-
eters, and hence the AIC and BIC can be sufficient. Let
us note that it is not our main aim to identify the small
differences among the main models selected in this anal-
ysis, namely Models (3), (4) and (6) — see the discussion
in the next sections — but to emphasize that each one of
them has approximately the same ability to partially al-
leviate the tensions under consideration. The calculation
of the full Bayesian evidence can be rather cumbersome,
see e.g. [66] and references therein. It would however not
alter the main conclusion as to the fact that the mentined
DDE models have the capacity to amelliorate the theo-
retical description as compared to the ΛCDM. Depending
on the evolution of the mentioned tensions in the future
one may consider if further precision is necessary, but at
the moment we are expectant to the possible impact of
further and better observational data and in general on
collecting more statistics on the different sources.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section we will report on the numerical results
of our analysis for different DDE models, together with
the concordance ΛCDM model, based on the statistical
methods presented in Sec.III B.
A. Expansion data
Here we apply expansion data sets in order to put con-
straints on DE model parameters. In Table IV we present
the statistical results for comparing the fit quality of the
different DDE models and the ΛCDM cosmology in the
light of the expansion data.. In Table (I) we reported
the best fit values of free parameters for these models
obtained using expansion data sets. In this table we also
presented the error bars related to each of parameters.
The 1σ, 2σ and 3σ confidence levels of these parame-
ters can be seen in the related contours in Fig.(˙1 (for
the ΛCDM) and Fig. 2) (for the various DDE models)
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FIG. 5: Evolution of q(z) for the DE models considered in
this work (upper panel) and comparison between the observed
values of the Hubble parameter H(z) and the theoretical pre-
dictions as a function of the redshift z (middle panel). The
evolution of the distance modulus µ(z) for different models
and its observed values can be seen in the bottom panel.
respectively. The name of the models can be seen in the
legend. Considering the first row panels of Fig. (2), we
observe that the value of γ = 1.0 (which represent the
Model (1)) is not even within 3σ confidence level of the
model parameter γ for Model (2). This means that the
the expansion data do not favor Model (1) (the GDE
model) in comparison to Model (2). This result can be
verified from the statistical results reported in the Table
(IV). Comparing the ∆AIC values in this table and us-
ing the information of Table (II) we conclude that there
is essentially no support at all for Model (1) and Model
(2). In contrast, there are substantial evidences to sup-
port the other DDE models, except Model (5) which lags
behind models (3), (4) and (6), and in addition it suffers
from another problem to be discussed later on connected
with radiation. Furthermore, we can confirm from the
Akaike weight values that there are negligible chances of
10−47 and 10−14 respectively for Model (1) and Model
(2) to be the best model among all the considered DDE
models in this work. On the other hand, the probabil-
ity for Model (6) is about 0.29, which means that this
model is the best model in our list. From this view-
point, we can verify that Models (3) and (4) also have
greater chance in comparison to the ΛCDM. In addition,
from the point of view of ∆BIC we can say that there is
very strong evidence againstModels (1), (2) and (5) while
there is no compelling evidence against Models (3), (4)
and (6). Summarizing these results, we conclude that at
background level:
• From the ∆AIC analysis alone: Model (6) is the
best model and Models (1) and (2) are completely
unacceptable.
• From the point of view of the Akaike weight crite-
ria: Model(6) is the best model and Models (1) and
(2) are once more completely unacceptable.
• From the ∆BIC analysis alone: ΛCDM remains the
best model, having no significant objection against
Models (3), (4) and (6), whilst Models (1), (2) and
(5) are judged as completely unacceptable.
Taking into account that the AIC criterion is in favor
whereas the BIC one is not against, from the above anal-
ysis of the expansion data we can assert that Model (6)
and ΛCDM are the best models, while Models (1) and
(2) can not fit the expansion data at all. On the other
hande Models (3) and (4) are acceptable, but Model (5)
is in trouble. In a nutshell, this is the verdict of Table
(IV).
Based on the best fit values of free parameters in Table
(I), we plot the evolution of the main cosmological quan-
tities for the investigated models in Figs.(3, 4 & 5). In
the upper panel of Fig.(3) we show the redshift evolution
of density parameter Ωde. For all of the models, Ωde falls
down at high redshift, where the role of dark matter is
more prominent as compared to that of DE. In the case of
Model (1), Ωde reduces more slowly in comparison with
the other models. In the bottom panel one can see the
evolution of the relative difference of the dimensionless
Hubble parameter E(z) = H(z)/H0 of the DDE models
versus that of the standard Λ-model (ΛCDM), i.e. we
plot ∆Erel ≡ [(Emodel − EΛ)/EΛ]. We observe that the
expansion rate for Models (1) and (2) deviates quite sig-
nificantly from the standard one, which is in accordance
with the anomalous character of these two models and
their highly unfavored status within our analysis. In the
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TABLE V: The best fit values of the free parameters for the different DDE models and the ΛCDM using combined data in
Homogeneous DE scenario.
Model Model(1) Model(2) Model(3) Model(4) Model(5) Model(6) ΛCDM
Ω
(0)
m 0.2843 ± 0.0072 0.2793 ± 0.0068 0.2857 ± 0.0067 0.2845 ± 0.0080 0.2853 ± 0.0053 0.2878 ± 0.0069 0.2953 ± 0.0107
h 0.6599 ± 0.0061 0.7174 ± 0.0089 0.7142 ± 0.0081 0.7154 ± 0.0050 0.7152 ± 0.0072 0.7162 ± 0.0063 0.7013 ± 0.0080
γ 1.0 1.143 ± 0.0163 − − − − −
µ − − 0.0 0.0085+0.0065−0.0067 0.955 ± 0.032 0.00589 ± 0.0022 −
ν − − −0.0071 ± 0.0097 0.0 0.956 ± 0.023 −0.00589 ± 0.0022 −
σ8 0.741 ± 0.024 0.748
+0.022
−0.024 0.766 ± 0.021 0.766 ± 0.021 0.766
+0.023
−0.022 0.761 ± 0.021 0.801 ± 0.019
TABLE VI: The best fit values of the free parameters for the different DDE models and the ΛCDM using combined data in
Clustered DE scenario.
Model Model(1) Model(2) Model(3) Model(4) Model(5) Model(6)
Ω
(0)
m 0.284 ± 0.0075 0.2812 ± 0.0060 0.2849 ± 0.0068 0.2836 ± 0.0062 0.2858 ± 0.0051 0.2867 ± 0.0069
h 0.6616 ± 0.0065 0.7164 ± 0.0070 0.7163 ± 0.0079 0.7149 ± 0.0072 0.7155 ± 0.0072 0.7134 ± 0.0070
γ 1.0 1.1417 ± 0.016 − − − −
µ − − 0.0 0.0086+0.0076−0.0078 0.958 ± 0.022 0.00587 ± 0.0021
ν − − −0.0073 ± 0.0096 0.0 0.957± 0.0229 −0.00587 ± 0.0021
σ8 0.741
+0.024
−0.023 0.751 ± 0.021 0.767 ± 0.022 0.767
+0.021
−0.023 0.766
+0.023
−0.022 0.763
+0.021
−0.022
case of Model(5) we observe smaller but still significant
deviations, and in particular at low redshifts ∆Erel for
this becomes negative. Models (3), (4) and (6), instead,
show small departures with respect to the ΛCDM con-
cerning their expansion rates.
In different panels of Fig.4 we show the evolution of the
EoS parameter of the various DDE models upon best fit
parameters and their 1 − σ error bars. While Model (1)
evolves within quintessence regime (−1 < wde < −1/3)
at all redshifts, Model (2) crosses the CC divide wde = −1
and enters the phantom regime (wde < −1) at z ∼ 2.1.
However, the EoS values of these two models do not ap-
proach to −1 sufficiently at present (cf. Table I ), and
therefore they depart significantly from the ΛCDM be-
havior. This is again a reflect that the quality of their fits
to the overall set of observations is substantially poorer as
compared to the concordance model. The EoS evolution
of Model(5), on the other hand, is quite different since it
evolves into the phantom region from the quintessence re-
gion and approaches better the CC divide at present. As
for the remaining Models, (3), (4) and (6), the most re-
markable feature is that their EoS parameter is very close
to wde = −1 near z = 0 from below (i.e. wde(0) . −1
). These models, as we pointed out before, have a well-
defined continuous limit towards the ΛCDM for µ, ν → 0
and they are actually the most favored DDE models in
our fits. We can see that these models exhibit an “ef-
fective phantom behavior”, which is however very small
near the present time, i.e. wde . −1. This is perfectly
compatible with the current Planck 2018 data, which
yields wde = −1.03 ± 0.03 [56]. The fact that the phe-
nomenological EoS range permits a non-negligible phan-
tom window is similar to previous Planck data (2015,
2013). Specifically, the following (approximate) current
values of the EoS for Models (3), (4) and (6) are ob-
tained from their fitting data, i.e. their values at z = 0:
w
(3)
de0 = −1.004 ± 0.003, w(4)de0 = −1.0003 ± 0.002 and
w
(6)
de0 = −1.002± 0.002, respectively, which are very close
to the CC divide from the phantom region. That kind
of behavior was indeed expected for these models, see
Eq.(22). For example, Model (3) has µ = 0 and ν < 0
with |ν| ≪ 1 (see e.g. Tables V and tab:bestfit2c with
combined data); therefore we expect w
(3)
de0 . −1 near
z = 0. Similarly, for Model (4) we have ν = 0, with
0 < µ ≪ 1, so again Eq.(22) predicts w(4)de0 . −1 near
z = 0. Finally, for Model (6) the two parameters are
small, |ν, µ| ≪ 1, and we have broken degeneracies by
setting µ = −ν (see Sect. II A), and hence ν−µ = 2ν < 0
from the tables, so once more Eq.(22) entails w
(6)
de0 . −1
near our time. In all cases we find a mild phantom be-
havior, which is of course merely effective since there are
no fundamental phantom fields here. As indicated, this
behavior is fully compatible with the current data and
therefore the latter can find a natural explanation in this
kind of dynamical DE models, specifically models (3), (4)
and (6). See Fig.(4) for the corresponding plots of the
EoS as a function of z, and where the behavior wde0 . −1
at z = 0 can also be appraised. The only two models
departing significantly from it are models (1) and (2).
These models are also the ones providing the less favor-
able fit to the overall data.
The following comment on Model (5) is now in order.
In fifth panel of Fig.(4) we can see that such model also
approaches an EoS behavior close to the CC similarly to
the previous three, although it starts first quintessence-
like and subsequently moves to phantom-like regime in
the last stretch near the present (w
(5)
de0 = −1.075±0.003).
Notwithstanding, Model (5) has an insurmountable pit-
fall in the radiation-dominated epoch. Owing to the fact
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that c0 = 0 for such model, this enforces µ ≃ ν ≃ 1, as
can be seen in Table I using expansion data sets, or in
Tables V and VI when perturbations are included. As a
result, in the radiation dominated epoch, where a ≫ 1,
the relevant term of the Hubble function in Eq. (21) be-
haves as Ωr,0a
−4/(1 − ν + 4α/3) ≃ 3Ωr,0a−4/4 rather
than just Ωr,0a
−4. Such departure from the ΛCDM in
the radiation epoch is not acceptable as it implies an ef-
fective “renormalization” of the standard Ωr,0 parameter
by roughly −25%. Therefore, this model cannot be con-
sidered viable for the description of the standard cosmic
history. Having rejected also Models (1) and (2), we are
left with Models (3), (4) and (6) as the only ones that
can successfully pass all tests. Not only so, they are even
capable to significantly improve the description of the
data as compared to the ΛCDM. Let us note in partic-
ular that the fitting values of ν and µ for Model (6) are
non-vanishing at roughly 2.8σ (cf. Tables V and VI). The
successfulness of these models is further corroborated by
the information criteria, as shown in Table VII.
As a complementary information, we calculate the de-
celeration parameter q = −1− H˙/H2. Recall that q = 0
indicates the position of the transition point from early
decelerated expansion to current accelerated expansion
in the Universe. Recalling Eq.(12) we find
q =
1
2
+
3
2
wdeΩde +
Ωr
2
. (41)
In the upper panel of Fig.(5) we plot the deceleration pa-
rameter as a function of the redshift, q(z), using the best
fit values of the parameters in Table (I). The transition
redshift, ztr, i.e. the value for which we have q(ztr) = 0,
for each model reads: ztr = 0.55 for Model (1), ztr = 0.67
for Model (2), ztr = 0.71 for Model (3), ztr = 0.72
for Model (4), ztr = 0.69 for Model (5), ztr = 0.72 for
Model(6) and ztr = 0.72 for the ΛCDM model. The first
two models deviate as always very significantly, whereas
the other remain close to the ΛCDM. These results are in
agreement with those reported in [122], which were ob-
tained from observations. In the middle panel of Fig.(5)
we superimpose the predicted value of the Hubble pa-
rameter at different redshifts for the various DE models
and the observational data points. Finally, in the bot-
tom panel we have plotted the evolution of theoretical
distance modulus µ(z) = 5 log
[
(1 + z)
∫ z
0
dx
E(x)
]
+ µ0,
where µ0 = 42.384− 5 logh for different DE models and
its observational values from SnIa sample.
B. Combined data
The verdict on the various DE models expressed in
Table (IV) is based exclusively on the expansion data.
In this section we combine the expansion data and the
growth data to reconsider our constraints on cosmologi-
cal parameters from a more complete standpoint. This
enforces us to examine the performance of the DE models
from both the expansion and perturbations perspectives.
The extended expression that describes the χ2-function
for combined data was introduced in Eq.(37). Upon min-
imizing such function in the context of the MCMC analy-
sis we display the fitting results for the different DE mod-
els under scrutiny in Tables V and VI. In them we show
our results for both homogeneous and clustered DDE sce-
narios, respectively. Furthermore, in Table (VII) we re-
port on the statistical return (including the AIC and BIC
information criteria) of the various DDE models as com-
pared to the ΛCDM in the respective homogeneous and
clustered DDE realizations. As we can see, the ∆AIC val-
ues of the extended analysis show once more that there is
essentially no support at all for Models (1) and (2). Fur-
thermore, we find that Models (3),(4) and (6) attain now
an even more comfortable advantage position versus the
concordance ΛCDM model (cf. Tables (IV) and (VII)).
In the case of Akaike weight criteria, we can assert once
more that Models (1) and (2) can be outright rejected.
From the AIC perspective alone, Model (5) is equally
good as the concordance ΛCDM model. In contradistinc-
tion, Models (3), (4) and(6) have superior chances rang-
ing between three to four times greater than the ΛCDM.
On the other hand, using ∆BIC we find consistent con-
clusions. To summarize, in the case of combined data
sets, we can conclude as follows:
• From the point of view of ∆AIC: Model(6) is the
best, Model (5) and ΛCDM are comparable, whilst
Models (1) & (2) are highly unfavorable.
• Using the Akaike weights: Model(6) is the best
model. Models (1) & (2) are completely unfavor-
able.
• Using ∆BIC results in isolation, ΛCDM is the best
model, while we find very strong evidence against
Models (1), (2) and (5), and only mild objection
against Models (3), (4) and (6), which is minimum
for Model (6).
Overall, the joint verdict of the various criteria tends to
favor the DDE models (3), (4) and (6), specially the lat-
ter, over the ΛCDM. These results are in good agreement
with those obtained early with the expansion data sets.
Finally, in Fig. (6), we plot the theoretical prediction
of the growth rate weighted function f(z)σ8(z) for the
different DE scenarios studied in this work, including the
ΛCDM. The theoretical evolution of f(z)σ8(z) is plot-
ted using the best fit parameters of Tables (V & VI).
We observe that in all of the DDE models, whether with
clustered or homogeneous DE, the results are very sim-
ilar. Therefore, we find that it is not possible to clearly
distinguish between homogeneous and clustered DE sce-
narios. The numerical results for these two options are
very close to each other and for the time being we cannot
project a preferred scenario concerning the DE perturba-
tions. This is confirmed from comparing the statistical
results and information criteria of Tables (IV) and (VII).
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FIG. 6: The predicted redshift evolution of f(z)σ8(z) for dif-
ferent DDE models and the ΛCDM compared to the observed
values of f(z)σ8(z).
We summarize the numerical results of this section as
follows:
• Using AIC alone, there is no support at all for Mod-
els (1) & (2) neither at background nor at pertur-
bations levels.
• Using Akaike weights, we find once more that at
background Models (1) & (2) are completely un-
suited, while Model (5) and ΛCDM have similar
same chance to be the best models (viz. ∼ 7% and
∼ 9%, respectively). In contrast, Model(3), (4) &
(6) have the greatest chance to be the best models.
At perturbations level and using combined data we
find that the results are essentially the same as for
the background level.
• On the basis of BIC alone, there is ”very strong”
evidence against model(1), (2) & (5) whether using
expansion data or combining it with perturbations.
• No significant difference can be presently appraised
between homogeneous and clustered DE scenarios.
• Although adding growth data to the expansion data
does not produce very significant changes in the
numerical results, Models (3),(4) and (6) improve
their advantage position versus the concordance
ΛCDM model. The small improvement of Model
(5), however, cannot compensate for the trouble-
some behavior of this model in the radiation epoch.
The following comment is in order. We do understand
that by adding the local H0 value to our analysis, the
results should tend to better agree with that prior. How-
ever, it may be useful so as to test explicitly the influence
that this has on our results on σ8 and the H0 tension.
Therefore, we next proceed to remove the local value of
the Hubble parameterH0 given in [55] from our data sets.
The new results are displayed in Table (VIII). For this
part, we just report on the main cosmological param-
eters Ωm, h and σ8. On comparing these results with
those obtained in the presence of the local H0 input (Ta-
bles (V) & (VI)), we can see that the changes in the best
fit parameters are not significant and remain compatible
within error bars. In addition, for the various models
under study, the value of σ8 still remains low, which is a
welcome result and indicates that this is the natural ten-
dency of this kind of models. We can see that the trend
of our results is similar to the one obtained in the similar
test carried out in [49], but in contrast to the current re-
sults for H0 the ones obtained in the last work (in which
the vacuum is in interaction with matter) tend to remain
more in accordance with the Planck H0 value obtained
from the CMB. The upshot of the current test is that the
addition or not of the local H0 input is not essential to
obtain a best fit value for H0 substantially higher than
the current Planck 2018 value. With or without the in-
clusion of the local H0 input in our analysis we confirm
that the main DDE models under study can be in better
concordance with [55]. Thus, for these models we find
as a rewarding novelty that H0 tends to remain higher
alongside with low values of σ8, which is tantamount to
saying that we can better alleviate the two tensions at the
same time See the next section for further discussion.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have studied the behavior of the cos-
mic fluid in the presence of dynamical dark energy (DDE)
whose density appears in the form of powers of the Hub-
ble rate, H , and/or its cosmic time derivative, H˙ . These
are the models indicated in Eqs. (1)-6). The first two
models had previously been considered from the point of
view of ghost dark energy and the others as running vac-
uum models, except Model (5) which had been dealt with
as entropic-force model. Using this ample spectrum of
models we have studied the corresponding cosmological
equations at both background and perturbations levels.
We have taken into account not only the matter pertur-
bations, but also the perturbations on the DE component
in each case. This feature had not been considered in pre-
vious studies. Thanks to it we have been able to compare
the homogeneous DDE versus the clustered DDE scenar-
ios. Initially, using the latest observational data at back-
ground level in the context of the Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) method we have performed a likelihood
analysis. Our results clearly indicate that Models (1)
and (2) can not fit the expansion data; and as a matter
of fact we find that there is strong compelling evidence
against them on the basis of expansion and growth data.
At the same time we find that Model (5) is in trouble
for the correct description of the radiation epoch. The
common source of problems for Models (1), (2) and (5)
is the lack of an additive constant term in the structure
of their DE density, what prevents them from having
a smooth ΛCDM limit. In contradistinction to them,
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TABLE VII: Comparison of the statistical results for the different DDE models and the ΛCDM using combined data in
Homogeneous (Clustered) DE scenario.
Model Model(1) Model(2) Model(3) Model(4) Model(5) Model(6) ΛCDM
χ2min 1283.6(1283.4) 1136.8(1136.5) 1077.0(1077.2) 1077.1(1077.1) 1078.0(1078.2) 1076.9(1076.8) 1081.1
AIC 1289.6(1289.4) 1144.8(1144.5) 1085.0(1085.2) 1085.1(1085.1) 1088.0(1088.2) 1084.9(1084.8) 1087.1
∆AIC 202.5(202.3) 57.7(57.4) -2.1(-1.9) -2.0(-2.0) 0.9(1.1) -2.2(-2.3) 0.0
Wm 1.1 E-45(1.2 E-45) 2.9 E-14(3.4 E-14) 0.280(0.258) 0.266(0.271) 0.062(0.057) 0.294(0.315) 0.099
BIC 1304.6(1304.4) 1164.8(1164.5) 1105.0(1105.2) 1105.1(1105.1) 1113.0(1113.2) 1104.9(1104.8) 1102.1
∆BIC 202.5(202.3) 62.7(62.4) 2.9(3.1) 3.0(3.0) 10.9(11.1) 2.8(2.7) 0.0
TABLE VIII: The results of analysis using combined data after removing the local H0 value from data sets.
Homogeneous DE Clustered DE
Model {Ω
(0)
m h σ8} {Ω
(0)
m h σ8}
Model(1) 0.2921 ± 0.0073 0.652 ± 0.0063 0.743 ± 0.022 0.2916 ± 0.0076 0.6698 ± 0.0069 0.742 ± 0.027
Model(2) 0.2865 ± 0.0060 0.7112 ± 0.0077 0.749 ± 0.024 0.2886 ± 0.0069 0.7089 ± 0.0073 0.751 ± 0.023
Model(3) 0.2932 ± 0.0063 0.7067 ± 0.0072 0.767 ± 0.021 0.2933 ± 0.0074 0.7089 ± 0.0074 0.767 ± 0.024
Model(4) 0.2922 ± 0.0077 0.7072 ± 0.0059 0.765 ± 0.022 0.2911 ± 0.0066 0.7068 ± 0.0069 0.766 ± 0.024
Model(5) 0.2936 ± 0.0061 0.7077 ± 0.0071 0.767 ± 0.022 0.2936 ± 0.0056 0.7088 ± 0.0074 0.766 ± 0.023
Model(6) 0.2951 ± 0.0068 0.7082 ± 0.0064 0.762 ± 0.022 0.2946 ± 0.0070 0.7058 ± 0.0068 0.743 ± 0.021
ΛCDM 0.3024 ± 0.0094 0.6945 ± 0.0078 0.802 ± 0.020 −− −− −−
Models (3), (4) & (6) do have such an additive term and
well defined limit, and these models do pass successfully
the test with the expansion data. Subsequently, using
combined (expansion+growth rate) data and the theo-
retical equations at perturbations level we have extended
our analysis by considering both homogeneous DE and
clustered DE. These, more complete, results confirmed
that Models (3), (4) & (6) keep on providing better fit-
ting results in comparison to the ΛCDM. The differences
between the homogeneous and clustered DE scenarios,
though, are not acute enough at present as to be able
to distinguish them with clarity. Notwithstanding this
fact, the presence of the growth data actually enhances
the fitting quality and hence the privileged position of
the main Models (3), (4) & (6) as compared to the con-
cordance model. We remain hopeful to obtain improved
future results concerning the clustering properties of DE
in the light of new observational data which will be ob-
tained from the next generation of high precision surveys,
such as those based on Euclid [see 123].
The analysis presented here has extended that of [42]
by taking into account the DE perturbations as well as a
more complete and updated set of observations. Not only
so, for the first time we find that these DDE models with
self-conserved DE and no interaction with matter do of-
fer a possible solution to well-known existing tensions of
the ΛCDM with the data, as we further comment below.
This in contradistinction to the situation when the same
type of models are treated as dynamical vacuum models
in interaction with matter, in which the σ8 tension can
be improved but the H0 one is not amelliorated [48, 49].
Before extending this important remark, let us also note
that the main DDE models under study, namely Models
(3), (4) & (6), exhibit an ‘effective phantom behavior’
very close to a cosmological constant term near our time,
i.e. with an equation of state parameter which satis-
fies wde . −1. Such behavior is not associated to any
fundamental scalar field and is entirely caused by the de-
pendence of the DE density on H2 and/or H˙ . It could
explain why the current Planck data is perfectly com-
patible with a narrow phantom window very close (from
below) to the cosmological constant divide wde = −1.
Notice that such effective phantom behavior would not
show up when we allow interaction with matter, as in
such case the effective behavior is quintessence-like [48].
Finally, we should not gloss over the important fact
that the main DDE models under study could provide a
significant alleviation of two of the most intriguing ten-
sions of the ΛCDM with the observational data through-
out the last few years. Let us further extend our prelim-
inary comments on this issue. To start with, these DDE
models lead to a global decrease of the rms mass fluctua-
tion parameter σ8 (associated to spheres of 8h
−1Mpc at
z = 0) by about 2.2 σ as compared to the prediction from
the ‘Base-ΛCDM’ from Planck 2018 (σ8 = 0.811± 0.006
) [56]. If we compare e.g. the corresponding σ8 result
from our most favored Model (6) with the value that
we find for our fitted ΛCDM model, the discrepancy is
of course smaller, of about 1.4σ (cf. Tables V and VI)
since the Base-ΛCDM uses TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing
data only. Taking into account that the σ8-tension of
the LSS data with such Base-ΛCDM cosmology is of
∼ 3.3σ, the best DDE under study brings the remaining
σ8 tension with the data down to ∼ 1σ level and there-
fore renders it essentially irrelevant. In addition, we can
see in the same tables that the corresponding values of
H0 remain relatively higher as compared to the ΛCDM,
what also contributes to mitigate the tension between the
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Planck value and the local value ofH0 by Riess et al. [55].
In point of fact, a recent analysis by this team [124] has
further aggravated the tension between the local mea-
surement of H0 and the one based on Planck data. They
find H0 = 74.03± 1.42 km s−1 Mpc−1, which raises the
discrepancy with respect to the current Planck 2018 value
H0 = 67.4± 0.5 km s−1 Mpc−1 up to 4.4σ. We have not
used the local value of H0 from the last paper, which is
very recent. However, if we compare it with the value
that we find from our best DDE models (3), (4) & (6)
in Tables V and VI, we see that in the three cases the
tension is lowered to only 1.5 − 1.7σ (after taking into
account the respective errors in quadrature). The small
differences depend on the model and the DE scenario, ho-
mogeneous or clustered, the former being slightly more
favored, but the basic result is that there is no significant
H0-tension as compared to the situation of the ΛCDM
with a strict cosmological constant. As previously noted,
the inclusion of the local H0 input in the analysis natu-
rally drags the resulting best fit value toward it. Thus,
in order to better assess the ability of these DDE models
to deal with the tensions, it is natural to remove the H0
input from our analysis and observe what is the outcome.
The results are recorded in Table VIII and they can be
considered the genuinely unbiased results. Remarkably
enough, we find that the new best-fit values ofH0 still re-
main relatively large. Indeed, for the main DDE models
under consideration it shows a moderate discrepancy in
between 1.9−2.2σ at most (which varies slightly from the
clustered to the non-clustered DE scenario) with respect
to the local measurement from [124], in stark contrast
with the appaling 4.4σ tension generated with the Base-
ΛCDM value from Planck 2018. Taking into account
that the local value cannot be completely ignored from
any analysis since it is a real measurement in the con-
text of current observations, we can assert that the level
of H0-tension found in the main DDE models considered
here remains roughly at a tolerable level of 2σ at most,
and this is certainly a substantial improvement as com-
pared to many other options in the literature. This fact
is all the more noticeable if we take into account that
the σ8 value remains sufficiently small in all the cases
(cf. Table VIII), and therefore a possible simultaneous
solution or alleviation of the two main tensions of the
ΛCDM is on the horizon. The upshot is that Models (3),
(4) & (6) provide a better global fit to the data as com-
pared to the ΛCDM and are able to significantly alleviate
both of the two intriguing tensions, σ8 and H0, currently
afflicting the concordance model. We conclude that if
the dark energy is dynamical and can be expressed as a
power series of the Hubble rate, including also a nonva-
nishing additive constant (which insures a smooth limit
with the ΛCDM), it is possible to achieve a better com-
patibility of the global cosmological data with the theo-
retical predictions than with just a rigid Λ-term. Maybe
the dynamical DDE models that we have examined here
could be an illustrative approach (in the absence of the
perfect scenario) of the kind of sought-for refinement of
the standard ΛCDM invoked by Riess et al [124]. In the
words of these authors: ‘While it is difficult and perhaps
debatable to identify the precise threshold at which a ten-
sion passes the point of being attributable to a fluke, the
one presently involving H0 appears to have passed that
point’; and they continue with the following suggestive
words: “With multiple, independent corroborations now
demonstrated at both ends of cosmic history, we may
need to seek resolution in a refinement of the model that
joins them, (Vanilla) ΛCDM’.
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